
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

5.1 Conclusion  

 After analyzing the data in eight articles of The Jakarta Post online on May 

2012 which the different topic for instance: Statue of governor’s father demolished, 

Buddhist to observe Waisak at Mendut, Borobudur temples, 52 women in tight 

clothing detained in Bireuen, child injured in storm in Medan, Russian journalists 

evacuated from Mt. Salak, 2
nd

 Sumatran found poisoned in Indonesia, National 

awakening Day marked with rallies, and N. Maluku cancels school due to ash-filled 

air that taken randomly, there are twenty data were analyzed by using the aspect of 

meaning. 

 The aspects of meaning were divided into four aspects. There are; the first 

aspect is theme. Theme is the concept of the utterance. In this case I found three 

themes in this research. There are social theme, religion theme and environment 

theme. The second is feeling which refers to the speaker feelings. There are eight 

kinds of feelings that the speaker expresses, namely: three utterances consist of 

protest, an utterance indicate dissatisfaction, one utterance express helpful, an 

utterance express regret, wishful consist of one utterance, four utterances indicates 

into confident. Moreover, an utterance expresses speaker proud and six utterances 

including in sympathy expression. 

In addition, the third is tone. Tone related with the diction that showed the 

emotion of the speaker. In this case, I found nine kinds of tone, there are claims, two 

utterances categorized into criticize, an utterance was disappointed, an utterance 



consist of excited, five utterances including into clear, two utterances were serious 

tone, three utterances were imperative, two utterances were worry and an utterances 

was complaining. 

 The last is the intension which discuss about the aim or the purposes of the 

speaker to the reader. Moreover, in this case I found they were eighteen utterances that 

consist of intention. The utterance was uttered by the interviewee or the informant of 

the articles. 

 

5.2 Suggestion 

This research is expected to help the students or reader to understand the 

semantic study more deeply especially the aspects of meaning in some article in The 

Jakarta Post online. Moreover, the reader or students can understand about the content 

of The Jakarta Post on whole. Additionally, this research can help the students or 

reader who wants to investigate further about the aspects of meaning in The Jakarta 

Post because it prepares the material as the reference for them.  

Furthermore, it is suggested that by analyzing the articles of The Jakarta Post 

online reader can get new information that they already did not know. The article in 

The Jakarta Post online discusses about Indonesian uniqueness. Subsequently, the 

students or reader can add more knowledge about it.  

 

 


